
Structure and reuse information in
the HMI applications

Object-oriented programmings, types and widgets



Highlights
This paper shows howeasy it is to
develop andmaintain HMI applications in
UNIQOHMI thanks to the object-oriented
programming and to types.

HMI applications that share function
information and display modes can be
maintained centrally and conveniently.
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Introduction

Efficient Management of Similar HMI
Applications

Similar HMI applications are hard to maintain
Standardization of machine design and production has always been a target for
manufacturers when optimizing company flows, for cost reduction and to reduce time-to-
market. To be efficient, standardization must involve all parts of design: mechanical,
electrical and software.

In many industrial realities, standardization is inadequate. This is especially true for
software design for automatic systems, including that related to display systems, which are
the human-machine interfaces.

Generally speaking, it is highly probable that the machines produced by the same
company, even if for a variety of applications, are built with the same mechanical, electrical
and software components: repeated and reused. Above all the software: the duplication of
modular components without centralized management quickly generates significant
problems for the maintenance of applications.

Why UNIQO HMI is innovative
UNIQO HMI offers innovative functions and mechanisms compared to other programming
tools available:

l Object-oriented programming: configuration of data models that describe clearly
identifiable objects

l Types: centralized configuration of any type of information to be reused
l Widget: sets of reusable graphic elements and data structures
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Data structure

From traditional programming to
object-oriented programming

Structure for reuse
Structure means to classify and organize. Classified, organized information is information
that can be traced easily, reused and reprocessed. Structuring information in a
programming tool for HMI applications means preparing the ground for efficient
management of common elements.

Structuring data from PLCs
Functional information from the machine is often unstructured. They originate in PLCs and
are used in cascade in programming tools.

UNIQO HMI allows this information to be structured directly within the programming
environment and exceeding any limits in the PLC to structure the information. This makes
it possible to associate recurring data structures with specific graphic objects, and to adopt
mechanisms for their reuse, which speeds up application programming.

Importing data and structure from PLC programs
If the data is already structured on the PLC, UNIQO HMI can import the data structure and
thus keep the two worlds perfectly aligned. In fact, UNIQO HMI implements variable
importers compatible with a variety of PLC programming software. The importers
automatically recognize changes or additions to the PLC data and propose the imported
variables be aligned in the HMI application.

From physical object to software object
UNIQO HMI implements object-oriented programming, a change to the paradigm that is
convenient and intuitive compared to traditional programming. It is thanks to object-
oriented programming that it is possible to represent a physical object as a set of
structured data. This allows centralizing data management when they occur within the
same application or multiple applications.

For example, consider an electro-mechanical object like a motor. It can be defined by a set
of characteristics like speed, torque, acceleration, power, etc. Each physical characteristic is
represented by a variable: therefore the motor is an object, consisting of and described by
a data structure or variables. This creates the concept of structured information.
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Centralizing the management
of common elements

Exploiting the power of objects

Objects become types
UNIQO HMI fully implements a distinctive feature of the OPC UA standard: the ability to
type data and objects in general. Each graphical object or element can be made into a type,
that is an element that con be instantiated and keep other occurrences of the same
element updated. In fact, the instances maintain a constant bond with the type and inherit
any changes.

For example, if a machine has four motors of the same type, only one type motor object is
created in UNIQO HMI consisting of a data structure that describes it both physically and
functionally. The object type is then instantiated four times in the programming interface to
define the four machine motors, each one associated with the relative data provided by the
PLC. This also guarantees that any change to the data structure made to the type is
automatically propagated to all of its instances.

Hierarchical Inheritance
The control and update of HMI applications can become even more efficient if relations
between similar objects are created.

In UNIQO HMI, one type can in turn contain other typed elements, and these can contain
others, creating a continuously more articulate hierarchy. All characteristics of one type are
inherited by the types it contains at all levels. Therefore, it is possible to centralize the
management of any element shared by pages or objects: any change made to the "parent"
type is inherited by all the "child" types.

For example, let us consider a machine with two standard motors and two self-braking
systems. In UNIQO HMI, a "motor" type is created with characteristics common to all
motors, and is instantiated twice to define first of all the standard motors.
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The motor type is then instantiated a third time. This instance is customized with the
addition of the specific characteristics of the self-braking motor (for ex. braking torque).
The custom instance can become a new "self-braking motor" type, which is used to
conveniently define two self-braking motors.

In this case, the "self-braking motor" type inherits and propagates all of the changes made
to the "motor" type. This centralizes the management of the changes for all motors.

Efficiently manage graphical
elements

Make synoptic templates
In UNIQO HMI, portions of synoptic for repetitive elements can be extremely efficiently
replicated.

UNIQO HMI allows data structure to be associated with specific graphical representations
(widgets) consisting of one or more interface elements, which can even be mixed: texts,
graphical objects, layouts, colors, etc.
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Thanks to the hereditary characteristics of the types, the programming time for the data
structure and graphical elements in an HMI application are drastically reduced.

Update an HMI application with new data available
from the PLC
In traditional solutions, it can be expensive to integrate an HMI application with available
additional data at a later date on the PLC. For example, to add a label associated with the
value of a new variable, it would be necessary to modify all the HMI applications that refer
to that specific component/object.

In UNIQO HMI, only the data structure of the object and the graphic elements for the
widget need to be updated to automatically propagate the change to all instances of the
object.

Quickly adapt the interface style
Thanks to types, UNIQO HMI can centralize all formatting characteristics, too. The type
concept can be applied to all object types in the HMI application. Content style in an HMI
application can quickly be adapted to the customer's needs.

For example, it is easy to manage the size, color and position of page titles in a single
location. In UNIQO HMI, you just need to create a typed text element (for ex. type "Page
title") and define its style properties. Each "Page Title" instance is formatted according to
the properties set for the type.

The mode for representing graphic objects or recurring data types can also be centralized.
For example, a binary data point, where it has either one value or another (for ex. automatic
or manual mode), different graphical elements can be used (switches, combined field, etc.).
Thanks to defining the data as a binary type, each time the binary data appears, it is
graphically represented by the setting for the type.

The same technique can be used for countless scenarios, for example for managing the
layout of a navigation bar shared on all the pages of the HMI application.
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TRY

UNIQO HMI
NOW!

Download a free demo of UNIQO HMI.
You can build your HMI application and see

howUNIQOHM is able to satisfy
your design needs.
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